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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, I am happy for this opportunity to present to you directly a summary of findings of the past 3 years….I also want to acknowledge 1st Dr. Camilla Lieske who has been essential to this project and presentation and Dr. Bob Gerlach.



Outline
Domestic Animal-Wildlife Interactions
Respiratory Pathogen Discovery in Alaska Wild 

and Domestic Ungulates
Wildlife and animal surveillance, retrospective 

studies targeting M. ovi
Test concordance study
Strain-typing
Ongoing and Future work
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I will outline the progression of events and research that has lead us to what we know about respiratory pathogens in wild and domestic ungulates in Alaska today.  {Click} First we have documentation of domestic sheep and goats driven though Dall’s sheep ranges historically{Click} Then describe how our respiratory pathogen discovery aimed at characterizing a moose mycoplasma lead to the 1st definitive detection of M. ovi in healthy Dall’s sheep and subsequently in caribou{Click} This set us on the path of a large, concerted effort to define the distribution of M. ovi across the state {Click} We concurrently designed a test concordance study to try to understand differences in test detection rates{Click} Based on current detections I will describe the strain typing and how these relate to different species.{Click} And finally, what we are continuing to work on and future plans



Domestic-Wildlife Interactions
• Predation
• Habitat competition: Land, forage, water 

• Pathogen issues: (> 60% are zoonotic)
– Bovine Brucellosis: Greater Yellowstone Area
– Bovine Tuberculosis:  Michigan 
– Parasites and Tick-borne diseases:

• Lyme Disease, Anaplasmosis, Babesia 
• Cattle Fever Tick, Asian Longhorn Tick 
• Moose Winter Tick

– Rabies
– Avian Influenza
– Plague
– Respiratory Pathogens
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Interactions at the domestic animal wildlife interface go both ways and include a variety of issues, including predation, habitat resources, and pathogens.   Wildlife pathogens can be transmitted to domestic animals or people and have the potential to cause disease and visa versa,  pathogens and parasites that evolved to be less pathogenic to domestic animals through breeding selection by people, can pose a greater threat to the health of naïve wildlife subject to greater environmental stressors. I’ve listed some North American examples.Respiratory pathogens can have significant impacts on population numbers and sustainability of herds, both wildlife and domestic, and will be the focus for this talk.
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Historic research by J. Want
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It turns out there is a long history of domestic livestock driven through Dall’s sheep habitat….at least from the Goldrush days and as early as 1794 by the Russians



Historic research by J. Want
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There are more examples including southcentral and interior Alaska arrivals which documents these domestics driven over mountain ranges potentially leading to exposure to Dall’s sheep by indirect or direct contact.
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Port Alsworth, Lake Clark 1940’s

Direct contact as a potential for pathogen 
exposure…
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And evidence of direct contact out of Dall’s sheep habitat at the fringes of Dall’s sheep range.  



Populations of Domestic Sheep in Alaska

Data provided by Dr. Bob Gerlach
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More recently domestic sheep in Alaska peaked at the 1960’s but overall trend shows decreasing numbers
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The present study originated in 2015 when we had two orphan moose at a mixed species educational display facility die from Cervid Adenovirus and a Mycoplasma bronchopneumonia which a diagnostic lab initially identified as M. ovi.   I was reassured that it couldn’t be M. ovi because it was a moose and moose had some unknown Mycoplasma.  For years I accumulated nasal swabs, CLICK tonsils and lung tissues from every animal CLICK we could sample to survey for these pathogens and CLICK archiving for the future as I searched for a collaborator and funding CLICK. In 2017, we had the good fortune to be contacted by Dr. Maggie Highland with USDA-ARS and Dr. Gerlach, the Alaska State Veterinarian and embarked on the collaborative research project



Research Investigating Causes of, and Agents 
Associated with, Respiratory Disease In Domestic 

and Wild Ungulates
Cooperative Study Objectives
• Determine the prevalence, distribution, and 

health impacts of respiratory pathogens
• Understand potential sources/reservoirs with a 

focus on Mycoplasma spp. in domestic and wild 
ruminants 

• Characterize Mycoplasma spp. and investigate 
potential roles in animal health.
– Targeting the ‘unique’, unidentifiable moose 

mycoplasma detected in 2015
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CLICK Wild and Domestic Ungulate Respiratory Pathogen Study, which had a main goal to identify and characterize the mycoplasmas in Alaska wildlife, in particular a mycoplasma that was detected in moose mortalities.  



What is M. ovi?

• M. ovi is short for Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae
• A bacterium that can lead to pneumonia 

particularly in sheep, goats and other Caprinae
• Domestic sheep and goats can carry the 

bacterium without overt disease
• Not all strains cause sickness and additional 

stressors 
(nutritional/environmental/parasites/physiologic 
state) are important factors
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A major respiratory pathogen of concern is Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae. M. ovi is short for Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae which is one of hundreds if not thousands of Mycoplasma species.It is a particular bacterium that can lead to pneumonia particularly in sheep, goats and other CaprinaeDomestic sheep and goats can carry the bacterium without overt diseaseNot all strains cause sickness and additional stressors (nutritional/environmental) are important factors



M. ovi in wild sheep populations
• Primary bacteria in multifactorial pneumonia 

outbreaks caused some large die-offs of bighorn 
sheep
– reduced lamb survival following outbreaks

• Bighorn sheep – lower resistance to some 
domestic sheep pathogen exposure and suffer 
more severe disease when infected
– No apparent cross immunity from previous outbreak 

genotypes
• Mortalities in Norway in muskoxen
• Zoo Dall’s sheep exposed to domestic sheep
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M. ovi has previously been identified as the primary bacteria in multifactorial pneumonia outbreaks with high morbidity and mortality in bighorn sheep.  These outbreaks are associated subsequently with reduced lamb survival.Studies in Bighorn sheep show a  low resistance to exposure from some domestic sheep pathogens including M ovi and suffer more severe disease when infected.  Additional studies indicate there is no apparent cross immunity from previous outbreaks with other M. ovi genotypes. 



Mycoplasma Detection
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Subsample 
and extract 
DNA

Polymerase chain 
reaction (amplifies DNA)
for mycoplasma

Look at DNA

Sequence 
DNA and 
compare to 
known 
sequences 
in GenBank

The detection of a specific species means the DNA 
sequence obtained from the sample matches the 
sequence of the known species with ≥97% similarity
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Our research project relied on a PCR assay specifically designed for discovery of mycoplasmas other than the well-known ones of veterinary importance.   It starts with nasal swabs CLICK or tissue CLICK from which the DNA is extracted (CLICK . The DNA fragment CLICK was multiplied many times and if any Mycoplasmas were present, (CLICK) it was identified as an amplicon on the gel which separates the DNA (CLICK)  to be sequenced and compared to sequences in GenBank, a library of known genetic sequences. CLICK  A detection of a specific species means the DNA sequence obtained from the sample matches a species that is already known with equal or greater than 97% similarity. 



IGS 
(intergenic spacer)16S rRNA gene

23S rRNA
gene 

LM40 PCR
~361 bases

LM-MGSO PCR
~1000 bases

Mycoplasma “universal” PCR
(GPO-1 & MGSO primers)

~717 bases

IGS PCR
~485 bases

Mycoplasma 
genome: 
~500,000-
1,000,000 bp
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Mycoplasma PCR Primers
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Presentation Notes
For a Mycoplasma, the entire genome consists of  approximately 500,000 to 1 million base pairs. (Click) The PCRs looks a relatively tiny region of the rRNA gene. CLICK  There are a number of assays that use different primers,  in two (click) regions (click). Since the purpose of our study was to detect uncharacterized mycoplasmas we were utilizing the CLICK LM40 PCR in a research discovery context when we incidentally and unexpected detected M. ovi in nasal swabs from presumably healthy live captured Dall’s sheep. Subsequently there were detections in non-caprinae, including caribou in Alaska. 



Sampling Effort 2004-2019
Type Sampled Species Number of 

animals
Number of 
samples

Wildlife live 
capture/release

Dall’s sheep, 
caribou, moose, 
mountain goats, 
muskox, wood 
bison

3703
4061 nasal 

swabs

261 lung 
samples

Hunter harvested 
or found dead

Above species
+

plains bison, Sitka 
black tailed deer

Captive/zoo 
ungulates Various

Domestic animals Sheep and goats 656
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To date we’ve sampled well over 4000 animals running over 4300 between four laboratories. I will start with the results from the 656 domestic animals.



Results n=656 Domestic Animals

• 43 farms: 7 sheep only, 32 goats only, 4 both

• 11 farms  (26 %)  M ovi was detected
– sheep farms 4/7 (57%), 7.6% of sheep
– goat farms 4/32 (12%), 2.5% of goats

• Repeat sampling rarely found consistent shedding in 
an individual

• Some seropositive farms had no PCR detections
• Similar to other studies, smaller farms and goat farms 

have lower detection prevalences
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The DEC part of our study included more than 35% of Alaskan sheep and goat farms, the majority had goatsAnd ~ 40% the sheep and goats in the state were testedRepeated sampling rarely found one animal consistently shedding, so varied individuals were (+) over the course of several months.There were also farms with no detections of M ovi on PCR but (+) serology. This was similar to the NAHMS, Pack Goat Study asGoats herds had a lower prevalence than sheep flocks and Smaller herds had lower detection prevalences.  CLICK. note the individual detection rates are similar to the wildlife which we’ll we will look at now



Dall’s Sheep 
Populations

16

AK range E

Brooks range

Chugach
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I’ll be presenting the surveillance and detections of pathogen exposure by population ranges.  This was necessary to be epidemiologically meaningful,  to see where sympatric species exposure is likely as well as assessing future domestic animal pathogen exposure risk. {Click} We recognize the populations are contiguous with Canada but the samples were collected on the Alaskan side. In particular I want to point out the {Click} Alaska Range East, Chugach and the Brooks Range populations as these I will be referring to later.



Dall’s Sheep 
Populations
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181-250

121-180

61-120

21-60

2-10

# Tested
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The size of the circles on the subsequent slides represent the relative number of samples in a population centered over that range
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M. ovi
detections 
in Dall’s 
sheep 
2004-2019

Red
Orange
Yellow
Purple
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This map represents sampling and detections for all years, from all sources (hunt, captures, found dead). The detection level tiers includes PCR and serology results.Red indicates multiple tests at multiple labs, orange is multiple tests at one lab, and yellow is one detection at one lab. Purple are inconclusive usually explained by inadequate sampling.



M. ovi
detections 
in Dall’s 
sheep

% detection 
Non-random
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The numbers within the circle are the % of the samples tested that were detects for M. ovi. While this is a measure of the positive detections, the samples were not random, and we do not know the detection probabilities, so we may not be detecting every case and thus this is not a true prevalence. Over all the populations combined, the % detection rate was ~5% but ranged from not detected to over 10%. Those populations with no detections had less than 20 samples, which is well below the 60 samples which is calculated as the minimum needed to detect it at an expected 5% population prevalence. 



Sampling 
Success of 
Hunter 
Harvested 
Dall’s 
Sheep 
FY18-FY20
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We also looked at how successful we were in sampling the hunter harvested animals from each population range. Here, the size of the circles represent the average annual number of hunters that were in each range area. This is a proxy for population- on the assumption that more hunters will be allowed in areas with larger populations. The colored wedge represents the proportion of the harvested animals that were sampled for M. ovi. From this map you can see that in the largest populations we have done a good job of sampling and have detected M. ovi. This map also highlights in small populations, like Kenai Mountains (click), we have sampled most of the harvested animals, but still have a small sample size, and inconclusive detection results.



Caribou % 
detection 
All sources 
2007-2019
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Retrospective studies on caribou lungs as well as close to 1000 nasal swabs from healthy caribou confirmed the M. ovi detections in herds with over the 60 sample threshold. Note that caribou samples have a higher prevalence overall rate of detection around 9%. The oldest sample that was positive was from a 2007 central arctic caribou calf with pneumonia.  All of the positive lungs have been from caribou with pneumonia with one exception of a healthy Teshekpuk caribou that was collected during a 2012 health assessment.



Late July 2019- 8yo Ram

Photo: Jeff Wells
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Until last year, we had not confirmed any mass mortality events among Dall’s sheep that could be associated with an exposure to M. ovi.  We published a case report on the one caribou yearling that that was the first time we identified M. ovi in a dead animal with a polymicrobial bronchopneumonia.   Now, with outreach and rapid response to reported carcasses and then retrospective studies, we have identified additional sporadic cases of polymicrobial pneumonia in Dall’s sheep and caribou associated with M. ovi.  



Late July 2019- 8yo 
Alaska Range East (TMA) Ram

Photo: Jeff Wells
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Here is an example. Reported by a private pilot and reported to our Tok office. This is in the Alaska Range East population, Tok management area which is where we have had the greatest number of detections in healthy sheep and caribou.
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Ram: Severe necrotizing bacterial bronchopneumonia

Heart

24

Bacteria:
M. ovipneumoniae
Bibersteinia
trehalosi
Trueperella
pyogenes
Parasites-
Protostrongylus
stilesi (lungworm)
Sarcocystis

Presenter
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This is the thoracic pluck, The {Click}  white line traces the lung,  the {Click} yellow line an arrows define the demarcation of consolidation vs. the pink spongy lung. The diagnosis was severe subacute necrotizing bacterial bronchopneumonia.   Lung tissue and nasal swabs at 4 laboratories confirm the presence of M. ovi. In addition, the usual bacterial pathogens and lungworms involved in polymicrobial pneumonias were present. The pathologists, including Dr. Terry Spraker, could not identify M. ovi’s role as either a primary or secondary agent.



Respiratory Pathogen Surveillance –
Dall’s Sheep, Molecular Techniques

• Sheep necropsies 2002-2019 n=76
• Archive frozen lungs: 24 w/ lung lesions, 15 

without pneumonia, 11 recent necropsies
• Embedded, fixed lung or lymph node n=4
• PCR

– M. ovipneumoniae
– Respiratory Syncytial virus
– Parainfluenza-3
– Pestivirus A & B (BVD 1 & 2)
– Bovine Coronavirus
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To try to identify how long and what strains of M. ovi may be present in AK, we re-examined 76 sheep necropsies since 2002. Also we wanted to look for the presence of other respiratory pathogens, esp viruses, that are associated with M. ovi mortality events in BHS. Although we previously we didn’t have M. ovi as a top differential nor did we have the molecular tools we have now, records document that in the freshest of these cases we had attempted M. ovi culture but they were negative.  Fortunately we still had 39 archived lung samples to access for a suite of PCR tests as well as 11 more recent cases. None of the viruses were detected but we did identify M. ovi.



“Healthy” vs. “Diseased” Sheep
1. Lungs n=50

• 5 + / 45 - , no detection in “healthy”
• M. ovi detection rate of 14% when “diseased”

2. Nasal swabs n=328 
• 2.7% detection rate in “healthy”  sheep
• 5 +, M. ovi detection rate of 20% when “diseased”
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So among the 50 Dall’s sheep lungs we ran for M. ovi, PCR only in 5 was M. ovi detected.  All were from abnormal lungs, which give us an 14% detection in pneumonic lungs.From 328 nasal swabs from hunter harvest or live captured, presumably healthy sheep, 2.7% were positive detects for M. ovi where is 20% of the nasal swabs of sheep with respiratory disease including coughing or nasal discharge were positive for M. ovi



Alaska Range East Lamb
• May 2004, Three-mile creek
• Eagle kill, Cranioventral lung 

consolidation
• Severe acute bacterial 

bronchopneumonia
– B. trehalosi cultured, M. ovi

culture negative
• Frozen lung M. ovi PCR 

Positive
• Fixed paraffin block M. ovi

PCR Indeterminate

WSWG 2020 27
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One of the positive lungs was a Dall’s sheep lamb from a lamb mortality studies. A review of the pathology report suggested M. ovi along with typical viral and bacterial pathogens be considered. Although this lamb ultimately died from an eagle attack the frozen lung was positive on PCR for M. ovi.  The paraffin block of the lung was indeterminate. Indeterminate as a PCR result means there was an amplification that was not high enough to be a clear positive but was not so low to be considered a negative. 



Dall’s Sheep M ovi Serology

• 1979-1987 n= 253 All negative by IHA
• 2009 n=15 Chugach,  1 indeterminate by 

IHA
• 2009-2012 ELISA n=41 negative, 1 

indeterminate, 4 positive
– All from 2009-2010 Central Brooks range

WSWG 2020 28
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I reviewed the serology from live capture release  sheep and re-ran sera from two areas where we have PCR positive animals to see if retrospectively, I could identify earlier exposures to M. ovi than 2004.  Results from the original, Indirect hemagglutination assays were all negative. However, there was one indeterminate among 15 sampled the Chugach in 2009.  I recently re-ran archived samples from the Alaska Range East and Central Brooks ranges and ultimately identified 1 indeterminate and 4 positive antibody titers. 



Respiratory Pathogen Surveillance –
Muskox

• Lungs (2006-2017) n=31 (Eastern North Slope & Northwest)
– All negative PCR

• M. ovi
• Bovine Coronavirus
• Bovine Herpesvirus-1 (IBR)
• Respiratory Syncytial virus
• Bovine Viral Diarrhea 1 & 2 (Pestiviruses A & B)

– 2018-2019 necropsies negative for M. ovi
– Erysipelothrix serology retrospective: present since reintroduction

• Nasal swabs (2007-2019)
– NW n=129, ENS n=29, SW n=17  all negative
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To reprise what I showed you at the RV meeting, samples sizes for muskoxen except nasal swab from the Seward Pen are too low to conclude much. We don’t know yet if this is because muskox are exquisitely sensitive M. ovi and have a high mortality rate when exposed as seen in Norway or they don’t harbor it or shed it or if they really have not exposure despite being sympatric with caribou and getting spill over caribou pathogen exposure we occasionally detect such as Brucella. There were also no PCR detections of the other bovine respiratory pathogens of concern. 



FY20 Respiratory Pathogen Surveillance –
Mountain Goat

• Nasal Swabs FY20: Hunt n=64, Capture n=21 all 
negative PCR for M. ovi

• Archived pneumonic lungs: n=5 2006-2011
– All negative PCR

• M. ovi
• Bovine Coronavirus
• Bovine Herpesvirus-1
• Respiratory Syncytial virus
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Lastly we do not have a clear picture with Mtn goats and M. ovi exposure. WADDL now has stopped serology for all goat species including domestic. Our FY20 sample sizes sent to WADDL are too small for any given population to expect a detection there despite previous multiple detections on multiple assays but at only one lab.



> 60

Number tested

3.1%

3.4% 0

0

0

0

3.9%

8.2%

Mountain Goat
M. ovi PCR % detections 

2006-2019
31

20-59

< 10
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This map depicts the % detections for PCR for all years, all labs, all sources.  In general our sample sizes have been low so it is not surprising that we have not detected it in many regions. The low sample size also makes it difficult to be confident in any comparisons of differences in detection rates between populations. 



Test Concordance Study
• Nasal swabs in UTM, subsampled, tested using 

3 different PCR tests at 2 different laboratories
– LM40
– IGS
– UM
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We have conducted a test concordance study in which  we split fresh nasal swab samples and  controlled for all variables. Between WADDL and USDA, these nasal swabs were tested using three different PCR assays.



Test Concordance Study
• More detections were found using the LM40 

PCR than either the IGS or the Universal 
Mycoplasma PCR

• IGS and Universal Mycoplasma had excellent 
agreement
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There were more detections using the LM40 PCR than with either of the other 2 tests.  The other two tests (IGS and the Universal Mycoplasma PCR) had excellent agreement.



Test Concordance Follow up
• Results used to select samples for further testing

– UM M. ovi detections were always positive in the M. 
ovi specific rtPCR

• WSVL detected M. ovi on LM in a sample 
negative at WADDL on UM & IGS at USDA but 
positive on LM40

• Facilitated the sequencing of M. ovi distant 
populations and archived tissues
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We used the results to identify samples for further testing. We also sent aliquots of samples with various combinations of results on the concordance study to Wyoming’s veterinary lab and had a detection on their LM standard that was negative on the Universal and IGS but positive on the LM40. Demonstrating once again, that is isn’t necessary that you have multiple labs but more importantly use different primers or assays to increase probabilities of detection. We also went back in the archive and for caribou herds identify samples that were likely to be positive so we could get strain typing.



Kamath et al. 
2019

M. ovipneumoniae 
consensus tree

Alaskan wildlife:
Have strain typed
- 11 Dall’s sheep 

from 2 range 
areas sampled 
from 2004-2019

- 13 caribou from 
4 herds 
collected 2007-
2019

- All but one 
sequence is 
identical
- Differs by 1 

base pair

- The sequences 
are most closely 
related to those in 
the sheep clade

Sheep
clade

Goat
clade
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This diagram is from the recently published paper describes the high genetic diversity of M. ovi strains based on sequences from 4 different loci.  They found that sheep (click), highlighted in blue, and goats (click), highlighted in green, appear to have distinct clades.  A clade is a group of organisms believed to have evolved from a common ancestor. (Click): For our Alaska wildlife we have strain typing results (using the same 4 loci) 11 Dall’s sheep from 2 range areas sampled from 2004-2019 and (click) 13 caribou from 4 herds (40mi, Nelchina, Central Arctic, Teshekpuk) collected 2007-2019. (Click): The sequences for 3 loci were virtually the same. One caribou sample had a 1 base pair change on the 4th locus. (Click): While we have not yet been able to determine where our strain types falls within the published consensus tree, based on comparisons to a small selection of the strain types, the M. ovi detected in Alaska wildlife falls within the sheep clade and not the goat clade. 



13 base pair change
95% similarity to M 
conjunctivae

21 base pair change
92-93% similarity to 
M conjunctivae

6-7 base pair change
97-98% similarity to Y98

2 base pair change
99% similarity to Y98

M. dispar

M. flocculare

M. conjunctivae

Y98 Reference Strain of M. ovipneumoniae

M. ovi

Mycoplasma spp. Sequence Alignment 
Phylogram based on LM40

15 base pair 
change
94-95% similarity 
to Y98

34-41 base pair change
86-88% similarity to Y98

20 base pair change
93% similarity to Y98

M. conjunctivae-like
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This phylogram displays how closely each Mycoplasma LM sequence, which is one the 4 loci used in the strain typing I just talked about, identifies with known sequences of Mycoplasma species. The horizontal bar lengths are relative to the magnitude of the differences. For example (click), M dispar represents a 15 base pair change from the Y98 Reference M. ovi strain, (click) M flocculare is a 20 base pair change, and (click) M conjunctivae is a 34-41 base pair change from Y98. M ovi detections fell into two main clusters. (Click) The upper cluster was 99% similar to Y98 and was found in caribou, mountain goats and Dall’s sheep. The lower cluster (click) which predominated, was 97-98% similar and included moose as well as the other three. Detections at WADDL (click) only fell in the second cluster.In addition to M ovi, we detected another mycoplasma (click). Although it shares enough sequence identity to M ovi to be detected by LM PCR developed for discovery, it is clearly a different Mycoplasma and was found to be more closely related to M conjunctivae, but a different species. This is the undescribed mycoplasma that we are working to characterize at the start. It is detected most commonly in moose but also caribou, Dall’s sheep, and mountain goats. It was detected in 22% of the moose sampled. 



Summary
• Archived samples of lungs from 2004 Alaska Range 

Dall’s sheep and 2007 arctic caribou reveal essentially 
the same strain type as contemporary Dall’s sheep and 
caribou across AK

• Geographic and species distribution consistent with an 
enzootic organism in caribou and Dall’s sheep
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So in summary, archived samples of lungs from 2004 Dall’s sheep reveal essentially the same strain type as contemporary Dall’s sheep and caribou across AK.This chronologic, geographic and species distribution appears consistent with an enzootic organism. Enzootic meaning always present at some low level. We just  hadn’t tested enough animals with a sensitive enough assay to pick up the strains in AK until we set out to characterize moose Mycoplasmas.



Summary
• Presence of an enzootic strain does not suggest any 

decrease in vulnerability or risk to Alaska wild ungulates 
from other M. ovi strains, respiratory pathogens or an 
outbreak of disease of the enzootic strain under 
additional stressor

• There is a lot more that we don’t know than what we do 
know
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I want to emphasize, that there is no expected cross immunity so the presence of an enzootic strain does not suggest any decrease in vulnerability or risk from other M. ovi strains or respiratory pathogens that may be introduced or spread naturally or even an outbreak of disease of the enzootic stain with additional stressors to susceptible individuals.  There is a lot more that we don’t know than what we do know but we are keeping our minds open to possibilities to see what the data reveals. For example, we have no idea about virulence, was one of the enzootic strains originally a virulent strain but long ago, in what species it originated, what circumstances lead to disease now? Furthermore, as we demonstrated in cervids, detection of M. ovi by diagnostic lab testing of non-traditional species, thinking of camelids may not reveal M. ovi some strains or require great levels of testing to detect when enzootic at an extremely low level. Lack of effective serology tests except for sheep, increases the difficulties for detection. 



In Progress
Whole Genome Sequencing and phylogenetic studies of M. 

ovipneumoniae and other mycoplasmas
 LM40 Sensitivity Assessment
 Extracellular histones- validation in BHS and Dall’s sheep as a 

serum biomarker of pneumonia susceptibility
 Outreach, morbidity/mortality investigations and publications
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And to that end we are continuing to work.   Most critically we are awaiting the results of Whole Genome Sequencing and phylogenetic studies of a Dall’s sheep and caribou M. ovipneumoniae and the moose M. conjunctivae-like bacteriaWe’ve contracted the University of Florida to conduct a LM40 Sensitivity Assessment We are collaborating with a New Mexico State University researcher who recently validated Histones- as a serum biomarker of pneumonia susceptibility in cattle and sheep to see if this will also be useful in BHS and Thin horn sheepAnd we continue to do public outreach emphasizing separation of domestics from potential contact, morbidity and mortality investigations and are committed to publishing our results in peer-reviewed journals.
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While you are formulating your questions and ideas, I’ll leave up the acknowledgements as they are extensive and there are too many ADFG staff to list.
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